Process &
Products

Art &
More

Good bye

Welcome
The Swiss Profile Company
Montanstahl has been producing special profiles in
steel for more than 30 years. All types of steel from low
carbon, through SBQ to stainless and tool steel grades are
processed.

Art is the mirror of our culture

Cold Drawing

The choice of the production method for a profile depends
from its overall size, complexity, surface finish, tolerance
and the required lot size.

You have known it yourself – the feeling at the moment
when you first enter a room. It leaves a mood indelibly
imprinted on your memory. Art has enjoyed a permanent
place in our everyday work environment for years. The
objective and peculiarity of the cultural engagement of
MONTANSTAHL is the combination of art with the working
world and environment.

Our manufacturing technologies are evaluated in close
co-operation with end users with the goal to offer near net
shape, functional and cost effective solutions.

www.montanstahl.com

Thanks for visiting Montanstahl

Laser Welding

Cold Rolling

Hot Rolling

Mechanical Crimping

They serve as topics of
conversation
with
visitors
and
impart
a
pleasant
atmosphere.
A clear answer to the question
of the benefits of art to a
company is elusive, which
appears as an obstacle to
the interaction between art
and industry. But our business
objectives do not conflict with
art & design – quite to the contrary.

Promoting art promotes innovation
The world of industry and business is always in motion. Next
to the question of functionality, aesthetics and creativity
are also subject to the highest demands today. Artists
offer important impulses for technological renewal.
The exchange between entrepreneurs and artists expands
horizons, opens up new perspectives and often marks the
beginning of innovation and progress.

We chose progressive, cuttingedge architecture for our new
administrative building. Many
architectural elements are the
result of ongoing contact with
various designers and artists.
The pictures and sculptures in
the offices and conference
rooms are thought-provoking
and stimulate “soft factors”
such as creativity, perception
and social responsibility in
business processes.

WELCOME TO
Focused on Health
&S
Safety
H

Welcome
Visitors & suppliers

Smoking is not allowed out of designated
areas.
It is not allowed to take pictures or to film
unless expressly authorized by Montanstahl’s
managers.

We give great importance to our workers safety, as well as
the safety of all the people who are visiting our production
departments and warehouses.
Pursuing the goal of maximum safety of all persons,
Montanstahl invites to respect the following rules concerning
safety behavior.

General safety rules
Speed limit is fixed at 10 Km/h in all our own
roads at Montanstahl.
Respect internal safety signs, and do not
stand or walk within range of forklifts and
cranes.

Evacuation
Plan

Safety
Charta

What to do in case of an evacuation

Montanstahl officially joined the “Safety
Charta”

In case of an evacuation due to fire or accident, please
stay calm and leave the building immediately, proceed
safely along recognizable escape routes following exit
signals.
Reach the nearest safety place/assembly point as indicated,
and wait there until more instructions are communicated.

The Safety Charta is an important initiative recently born in
Switzerland under the patronage of SUVA (Accident Swiss
Insurance).
All companies signing the Charta embrace the same
principle in the workplaces:

Adhere to the instructions of the Montanstahl’s
contact person and where necessary wear
the personal protective equipment (PPE)
that will be provided by the accompanying
himself.
Do not access departments, warehouse,
workshop or outdoor areas if not properly
accompanied.

1

STOP IN CASE OF DANGER

2

ELIMINATE DANGER

3

RESTART WORK

By signing the “safety Charta”, Montanstahl openly declares
its committment to establishing a safe environment, where
health and life have the highest priority.
In this framework it is of primary importance that:

Walk in the appropriate paths marked by
floor signs, keep a safe distance from the
shelves, dangerous working areas, and transmission components of working machinery.
Do not obstruct with objects or vehicles the
escape routes and emergency exits.

•

safety is a teamwork and safety rules at work have to
be always respected.

•

safety instructions and controls are integrated parts of
our work. In case of doubts anybody should always ask
for explanations to his supervisor.

•

processes, circumstances or operations threatening
personnel life or health should be immediately suspended.

•

if occurring, safety deficiences shall be immediatly
eliminated, when this is not possible, personnel shall be
warned and managment shall be alerted about the
existing risks. Normal operations shall restart only after
ensuring safe working conditions.

Vital
Rules

10

Disconnect and secure machines
or technical installations

1

Use industrial cranes properly
and assure the loads correctly

2

Wear personal protective
equipment (PPE)

OUR
10 GOLDEN RULES

9

Use fall protection PPE only if
properly trained

Specifically for highly-risk industrial fields and activities,
SUVA has developed, together with directly concerned
parties, a hundred of targeted vital rules.
When a vital rule is broken it is necessary to suspend
immediately work, eliminate the danger and resume
work only after it.

3

Work with safe machines and
technical installations according
to the instructions.

4

Drive the forklifts only if
authorized

Adherence to the Safety Charta strengthens the intention
to enforce “vital rules” under our responsibility.

8

Prevent falls from high
working places

Here the most important vital rules for us,
we call them ”10 GOLDEN RULES” ,they are not just
rules, they are ten lifelike principles!

With the safety charta, employers, employees associations
and labor unions undertake to comply with the safety at
work rules.

7

Health and safety regulations

Assembly point

Emergency Exit

Prepare the work carefully

6

Use chemical products according to their specific safety rules

5

Protect against welding fumes

Vital Rules

